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Following is text of a speech by Sir Stafford Cripps at

the Convention of University Radio Teachers, Institute of

Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, at 10,30

this morning:

In my capacity as Chairman of the Radio Board, I much that I could have the

time to submit iryself to your instruction, for to-day the Radio field has become so wide

and so complex that it is little short of incomprehensible to the layman like myself.

Fortunately perhaps the needs of my profession in pre-war years drove me to the necessity
of a great deal of study and a small comprehension of some of the more elementary

aspects of the matter.

But the war has immensely complicated the whole subject and to-day apparatus
that might formerly have been seen occasionally in a research laboratory is the common

place of our factories and our services.

In no other field has the scientific advance been so rapid during the war as in

the sphere of Radio, The increase in speed of movement, especially in the air and the

inter-relation and co-ordination between the air, sea and land forces has made rapid
communications and methods of locating the enemy of prime importance.

And these radio devices are not Lie re ornaments or luxuries - they are absolutely

vital, so that an aeroplane without its wireless is as effectively grounded as if it

had no wings or wheels. The sane can be said of Army units or Naval units, I should

stagger you with astronomical figures if I were to tell you of the requirements in

components and valves that are to-day put forward by the Services,

In meeting these requirements in research, development, manufacture and testing
a great and high degree of skill is required, Once the apparatus is made its use and

maintenance and its repair also call for great skill and knowledge.

The most important aspect of all is research and development. Invention in

Radio comes from the application of the highest degree of skill and experience and the

hardest concentration. We have been more than fortunate so far to have had so brilliant

a team of scientific workers on Radio, who have kept us ahea.d of the enemy in this vital

field of the war.

That flow must be kept up in the most difficult circumstances, and the Government

owes a debt of gratitude to all of you for your help in this vital work. We were met

with a clear insufficiency of scientific personnel when this great expansion of the

manufacture and use of Radio took palace, The Wireless Personnel Committee has done

nest distinguished work in organising the recruiting and training of personnel both of

the more highly skilled and less highly skilled grades.

Firstly in the Technical Colleges very large numbers of radio mechanics have been

trained for the Services, and they have succeeded to a large degree in satisfying the

demand. To the universities has been entrusted the training of the more highly skilled

scientists, officers, researchers and development engineers. Their numbers are not sc

large but their degree of skill and hence their training must be more thorough cand

complete.

It is you whom we have to thanx for the training of these men. The supply of

them has very greatly eased the situation but - anyway so far as I am concerned with

industry and research - there are still many gaps to be filled, lam very conscious

of the difficulties under which you are labouring in carrying out this task.

The condensation of the training into far too short a time - because of the need

for speed; the drastic modification of th; : syllabus; and the great increase in

practical as against theoretical instruction are all of them a great strain upon sadly

depleted teaching and demonstre.tion staffs*

The convention which you held last year, was, I am sure, of great use to you all

and assisted you by the bliroct contact it gave with the Services, giving you a better

appreciation of the kind of training required. As a direct outcome the Radio syllabus
was revised, lam sure that this conference will equally achieve its objective and

will do that which is so important for a teacher, give you an appreciation of Hie tasks

your students will have to perform when their training is completed.

/it is important,
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Xt is important, as I am sure you ’.Till all realise, that students should

not have an over-romantic view of their work, some of which may seem at times hardly

to merit the high skill they have attained*' It is also well that they should

realise - and X .am sure you will impress/upiti them - that the training which you ■ nn

give them is only a beginning, an opening of the door to an education which will

continue as long as their 'active wrork goes on#.

It is immensely difficult to devise any syllabus which will cover all the

eventual tasks that your students will have to - in fact it is impossible
in the. time available and that is why they should, regard your instruction rather as

a basic introduction to very much that-they will have to learn or acquire afterwards#

The great thing is that they should be "taught to think", to become familiar

with all forms of electrical measurement, and to have an easily working mathematical

mind aided by the perfect and almost automatic use of..,their slide rule# I know that

in that far less complex, field of the science of law, I used always to find with

my pupils that the hard task was not to teach them the principles of law, but how to

think and reason out problems and how to research and study the case law and the

books#

At the risk of detaining you a few minutes longer, I ’would like to put' before you

a> few observations as to the more general aspect of high technical education in this

country* Ido so because I have been so deeply impressed- in my recent contacts with

research’and industry of the urgent need for a completely fresh outlook upon this

problem in our country* _ ;

Naturally everything we do today is conditioned by the needs of w;ar, but we hope

that many of those now passing through our universities will be there to help us to

tackle the problems of peace when it comes# Yfhen that time does at last come - and

it doesn*t now; look so far off as it did six months ago - we shall have to re-establish

our world position in industry by the excellence and skill of our methods of

production, and by tho ingenuity and intelligence of our research and inventive work#

The degree to which skilled scientists and technicians wd.ll be necessary in every

’•walk of life ’.Till be very different from even that demanded in the immediate pre-war

years* To take but twro examples with which I am familiar, tho Radio and the Aircraft

industry* The percentage of highly skilled persons required in both is much greater

now than it was pre-w;ar, and wo hope that both industries will be fax greater in bulk

in .this country than they w;ere in those years#

If then w;o are to make our due contribution to w;orld production and progress we

must provide a fax greater output of university trained scientists than we have ever

yet done#. They must be drawn from all sections of society and they must be the best

of all sections freely chosen on the ground of merit alone#

If we compare our position in this matter with other gpeat countries w;e can

realise how; much remains to be done in- our own country-. Figures, of course, are not

completely comparable since the content of univerring education differs in different

countries. Let me give you one cr two comparative figures to illustrate my moaning#

Before the mr the number of university students in this country was just half the

number of w;hole time staff in American universities and l/20th of the number of

students in tho U#S#A# Tho total university income in U*S#A# in £ sterling was just
under 100 million, whereas ours ’.was 6y#

Taking the population of tho U*S*A, as three times our owrn, this means that they
w;ere spending roughly 5 times as much on 6 times as many students per head of

population. Our density of output of university graduates was l/6thof theirs# In

engineering the figures w;ere just about as bad# Each of the 48 American States has

at least one university engineering school and from these 12,000 students graduated
in the year compared to about 800 in total in this country* Perhaps one can

summarise the comparison in this w/ay - the’-State of California -with a population of

about 7 millions spends more on university education and gives larger public grants
than the whole of Great Britain#

/This
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-'■'This is not a question of. competitive education, hut rather a measure of the

need of scientific and technical productive processaes /of the modemworld*

If we v/aht tb survive in that modem world., whether it he in the field of industry
_

transport,-agriculture, hygiene ..or any other, we must .produce a far larger volume

of university trained men and women with varied training suitable to the multiplicity

of tasks they will have to undertake. v . •.
v

.

But viiile this means a very great degree of specialisation even within what used

to he considered'" harrow fields of science, wo must always ho careful to avoid

narrowness of mind by laying first a bread basis of general and scientific education

'upon which tb build the'specialised superstructure.

I have only ventured to address these general remarks’to you because it is a

matter about which I feel most keenly and it is, I am sure, a subject in which you

too much be keenly interested* The exact moans by which we ace to attain this great

expansion of highly*trained, personnel needs to bo worked, out in detail, but however

we decide that should be done, of this I am certain, unless wo do it and unless we

get ready to start upon it soon we shall, after the .war, find ourselves left far

behind upon the road of progress to our very great misfortune and discomfort.

In conclusion, let me wish you all a most successful time at your conference,

and'let me too thank you all for the most excellent work that you have done, are

doing and will I know do during the coming years.

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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